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I. Origin of Kindergartens

From a historical perspective Friedreich
Froebel is credited with establishing the first
kindergarten in about 1840 in Blankenburg,
Germany. Froebel's thesis was that a child's
education should begin during the early years when
the individual was considered to be "waxing" in
interest and development. The chief feature of
Froebel's kindergarten was "organized play."
Children were provided curricular opportunities for
"instructive diversions and 1althful games." He
held a deep conviction that age five was the
appropriate time to begin deliberate education. The
"Garden of Children", as Froebel referred to his
kindergarten, was so popular that within 25 years of
its origin it flourished in the major cities of Europe
before making its way in 1873 to St. Louis,
Missouri. By 1874, Philadelphia had also
established a demonstration kindergarten.

America's The St. Louis and Philadelphia
educators demonstrations convinced American educators that
became the kindergarten should become an integral part of
intrigued with the public school. The two programs followed the
the basic tenets of Froebel's school in Germany,
kindergarten emphasizing pupil self-generated activities and
as early as social participation in group experiences.
1873.

Within a decade of the St. Louis
demonstration project, kindergartens had been

1
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established in most of America's major cities.
Granted, many were still simplistic ventures, but
the idea had caught the attention of American
educators.

Currently the kindergarten is a fundamental
component of the American public school system,
with virtually all school districts across the country
participating in kindergarten education.

II. Kindergartens in Wyoming

Wyoming's history reflects a commitment to
the kindergarten that can be traced to the mid
1800's. The first public kindergarten in Wyoming
was established in Sundance during the 1891-92
school year. The Superintendent's Biennium Report
of 1890-92 confirmed this claim.' According to
Strouf, there is no evidence that the program
continued to exist in subsequent years since no
records of kindergartens in Sundance were available
until the 1950's.2

Both Carbon County and Natrona County
supported the notion of kindergarten with programs
that were initiated during the 1890's. Records of
the history of Carbon County Schools reveal that
Rawlins established a free public kindergarten in
1894.3 The Board of Education in Rawlins
appropriated $700 to fund the program through
1895. Natrona County records report that
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kindergarten methods were being successfully used
in that county's schools as early as 1892.4

The State Teacher's Association formed in
1891 advanced the cause of education at all levels

Wyoming's in the state's schools. In 1894 during its third
first annual meeting, Dr. E. Stuver, Chair of the
kindergarten Teacher's Association School Law Committee, read
was a paper, Relation of Kindergarten to Public Schools
established in which emphasized the benefits of kindergarten
Sundance in programs in the schools and pointed out that the
1891-92. expenses of offering such programs were well

worth the taxpayer's costs.5

As a result of Dr. Stuver's efforts, the
Association adopted a resolution recommending that
all schools in the state establish "free kindergartens
wherever possible as a part of the regular work of
the school".6

Permissive legislation for the establishment
of free public kindergartens was adopted by the
Wyoming Legislature in 1895. The legislation
provided that the board of trustees of any district,
"Shall have the power to establish and maintain a
kindergarten system of instruction in the schools".7

By 1917 there were kindergarten programs
in Carbon, Converse, Fremont, Goshen, Hot
Springs, Lincoln, and Sweetwater counties
according to the Biennial Report of the

7
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Superintendent of Public Insa-uction 1917-1918.8
However, by 1931 only 9 percent of the children of
kindergarten age in Wyoming were enrolled in
programs. The State Board of Education
encouraged school boards to consider establishing
kindergartens reporting that the programs, "Pay for
themselves in actual dollars and cents. i9

The 1930 President's White House
Conference of Child Health and Protection
supported the nationwide public school kindergarten
movement. The conferees strongly recommended
that school districts throughout the nation establish
kindergarten programs.

By the mid 1940's there was a marked
The University increase in kindergarten enrollment in the state's
of Wyoming public schools. The University of Wyoming began
began offering course work in kindergarten theory and
offering observation in 1946-47 and again in 1948-49. The
courses in University Bulletin reported that perspective

kindergarten elementary teachers could specialize in teaching
theory by the kindergarten, (5) primary grades (1-3) or
mid 1940's. intermediate grades (4-6).10

4

As late as 1950 only about 15 percent of
Wyoming's eligible children were attending
kindergarten. Distance and sparse population in
rural areas presented real problems for program
implementation. Innovative approaches for
enrolling pupils in rural areas included brief spring



kindergartens, all-day every other day
kindergartens, and riding the bus to school in the
a.m. and having parents pick kindergartners up at
noon. Another dilemma facing school districts was
employing qualified teachers for kindergarten
instruction. This was not only a concern for
Wyoming schools but also for schools across the
nation.

The curriculum for Wyoming kindergarten
programs emphasized socialization of pupils and
readiness activities. Readiness activities focused on
instruction in language, numbers, literature, and
poetry. Teacher guides specifically suggested that
programs should include "reading readiness,"
preparation for reading. The guides were explicit
in discouraging formal reading instruction.

Model kindergarten programs were begun in
Casper, Cheyenne, Newcastle, Rawlins, Rock
Springs, and Sheridan in 1967." The programs

By the mid were designed to employ the best ideas, curriculum,
1970's the materials, and equipment for kindergarten age
kindergarten children. Summer workshops on the University of
had become a Wyoming campus and teacher conferences to
regular part ,develop a handbook for educators were held. A
of the state's Handbook for Kindergarten was published by the
K-I2 Wyoming Department of Education in 1972. The
programs. handbook contained information about the

developmental characteristics of five-year-olds, a
model program which included language arts,

9
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music, numbers and other, "growth promoting,"
activities. A suggested typical day's activities was
also outlined. The publication was widely
distributed throughout the state. By the mid 1970's,
kindergartens had become a regular feature in the
state's school districts.

III. Kindergarten Today

With the appearance of A Nation at Risk A
Nation Prepared. Time for Results and other
publications during the early 1980's decrying the
sorry state of American education and the public
schools, the very nature of the kindergarten began
to evolve into a far different entity from that of its
original visionaries.

National Trends. Until quite recently,
kindergartens were protected from the pressures that
were being felt throughout the rest of the
educational continuum. As the call for higher
educational standards became our national education
theme, the kindergarten fell victim to increased
pressure to become more academic. The
kindergartens that most adults fondly remember
with naps, cookies, and play quickly fell out of
favor during the 1980's. Once a haven that was
designed to support the child in his/her transition to
school, kindergartens have become sweatshops,
intent on producing young children that can meet
the challenges of first grade. Academics are now
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the major focus of many kindergartens. It is not
unusual to observe five year old children being
subjected to standardized tests, pencil and paper
exercises, large group instruction, and content area
teaching. These kindergarten practices are
reflections of policy trends that are affecting all
levels of education. A review of the literature
suggests that several recurring trends can be
identified that are having this affect on programs.

include:

o Refocusing of kindergarten
curriculum from activities that are
developmentally appropriate to more
academic work;

Unfortunately, o Issues related to school entry age and
academics are readiness for school;
currently the
major focus in o Screening prior to school entrance to
many determine readiness, and,
kindergartens.

o Retention in
kindergarten.12,13

In order to better understand the impact of these
trends, each will be discussed individually.

Academic focus in kindergarten curriculum.
The call for increased standards across the
educational experience has had a profound impact

7
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on kindergarten. What was formerly reserved for
first grade is now expected in the kindergarten
curriculum. Referred to as an escalated curriculum,
academics has taken a firm grip on kindergartens.
Teachers in kindergarten may recognize the
inappropriateness of such a movement but feel that
they have no choice but to follow the lead. In a
recent study in Oregon, a survey of kindergarten
teachers indicated that there was a clear conflict
between what they believed to be the best practices
for teaching young children and what they were
actually doing in the classroom.14 When asked to
identify WHY they continued to teach in ways that
were in direct conflict with their philosophical
beliefs about children, they responded that pressure
from administration, parents and other teachers in
the system left them with little choice but to
comply. If the very professionals who KNOW
better are perpetuating inappropriate practices in the
teaching of young children, there is little wonder
that the move toward more developmentally
appropriate practices is a difficult one to achieve, at
best.

School entry age. Typically, the age for
kindergarten entrance is five years of age. The
actual date that the child turns five is at issue. In
1968, the dates of choice were December 1 or
January 1.15 Today, the typical cut-off date is
September 15 with more and more states
considering moving the date back to March 15.

12



This shift in the date by which children must
turn five has been influenced by the belief that the
child's age has been one of the primary contributing
factors in kindergarten failure. In a round about
way, this may be true, but not solely because of the
child's age. The match between the child's age and

Surveys of the teaching strategies used in the classroom is of
kindergarten real importance. In any typical group of 5-year
teachers olds, there will usually be a developmental age
indicate that range of about two years.
there is a
clear conflict Teaching strategies that are more and more
between what frequently being implemented in kindergarten are
they believe to drawn from what is happening in the upper
be the best elementary grades. Apparently, the assumption is
practices and that if we are teaching with more of an acauemic
what they are focus in our kindergarten, we must employ
actually strategies that are used in teaching academics to
expected to do older children. This usually implies that children
in the are exposed to large group instruction, with tasks
classroom. surrounding content areas being assessed through

pencil and paper tasks. Clearly, this would prove
to be difficult, if not impossible, for a child who,
according to Piagetian philosophy, is problem
operating in the preoperational stage of cognitive
development. We know that children at this level
require hands-on, active exploratory learning--the
antithesis of the practices being implemented. Our
assumption, therefore, that the children are failing
because they are "too young" for the task may be
absolutely true.

9
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The logical solution to this problem might
seem to be to change the cut-off date. That way
children attending kindergarten are older and we
could m'nimize if not eliminate this problem of
"youngness". With a little more thinking, however,
the error of this type of move becomes clear.
While in fact the problem may be temporarily
solved, we will ALWAYS have a youngest child in
a class. The move, for example, from a September
15th cut-off date to a March 15th cut-off date (as
recommended for the State of South Dakota in
March of 1990) would simply result in those
children with January, February, and March
birthdays replacing the children with June, July, and
August birthdays as the youngest in the class.
Research suggests that the curriculum issue may be
resolved for a brief time, but that within two and

Every month one half years, the adjustments made for the older,
in the life more "capable" children are lost, and we again
of a young begin to fail children who are "young". The
child is practice of holding "immature" children from
critical for entering the kindergarten until age six actually
development. increases the chronological age range in the class.

The oldest child may be nearly 30 percent older
than the youngest entering kindergarten.

10

Every month in the life of a young child is
critical for development. The trend to change the
birth date to accommodate the child's lack of
success in school, simply is a band-aid approach.
The truth of the matter is that the trend does little
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to nothing to support the child and, in fact,
exacerbates the problem by contributing to the
escalation of the curriculum. This practice may in
fact be detrimental to the child's personal and social
development.

Screening prior to kindergarten. The
recognition that children were failing at a rapid rate
in kindergarten moved professionals to closely re-
examine present practices. It appeared that one way
to remediate the problem was to identify those
children who would be at high risk for failing in
kindergarten. As a result, the 1980's witnessed a
trend in screening children prior to kindergarten in
an effort to prevent future academic failure. At
first glance, this might seem like a sound idea.

A myriad of measures have been used for
this purpose. The tool of choice in most instances
is the Gesell Screening Inventory. Throughout the
1980's, training programs in the administration and
interpretation of the Gesell Inventory burgeoned
around the nation. Proponents of identifying
children who might be at risk because of their
developmental level, referred to the "gift of time"
as being the solution to the high rates of children
failing in kindergarten. The Gesell Screening
Inventory IS NOT a valid or reliable predictor of
children's future academic success.16 At best, it is
a reasonable measure of where the child is presently
performing and could possibly be used to facilitate

11
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curriculum development. Under no circumstances
should it be used to determine whether a child
should be allowed to enter school. In fact, the use
of the tool to recommend alternative programming

The use of is also at issue. Unfortunately, it continues to be
screening used for just that purpose. Districts around the
instruments country rely on the information gleaned from the
prior to Gesell to make long term decisions about a child's
kindergarten academic programming. While several who do use
entrance is a the Gesell claim that it is just one of several
critical issue. measures that are used, it is educationally unsound

to suggest that ANY screening or assessment be
used to hold a child out of school for one year, or
perhaps enter into an alternative program.

12

In practice, that is just what research
indicates happens when a screening instrument is
used prior to kindergarten. Children who are
identified "delayed" or perhaps at risk for academic
failure for any other reason, will more than likely
not be recommended for kindergarten. Instead, it
may be suggested that the child stay at home for an
extra year. For some children, this may be just the
opposite of what they need. The home environment
may not be providing the youngster with rich
experiences that would serve as the base for school
success. Program options, such as a preschool or
developmental kindergarten, may be presented but
these simply add an additional year to the child's
education experience and there is no guarantee that
they will be quality experiences. In either situation,

16



however, thc result is the same. The youngster
does not attend kindergarten.

What impact does this have on the
kindergarten? If the practice continues over a
period of time and if the recommendation
consistently is headed for parents to keep their
children out of kindergarten until they are "older
and hence more ready," the average age of the
kindergarten population is going to increase.
Admittedly, with increased age may come
maturation and with maturation the child's ability to
perform on more academic type problems may
increase. The curriculum of the school changes to

The meet the skills of these incoming "older"
educational kindergartners and the cycle intensifies. A whole
purposes of new group of children, more than likely those
screening children who are legitimately in kindergarten by
have been their chronological age, will begin to experience
lost. failure. The purpose of screening has been lost and

the practice has only contributed to the dilemma
facing schools today.

Retention in kindergarten. The escalation of
the curriculum and the use of screening tests has
added to the problem of retention of children in the
primary grades. The notion of FAILING
kindergarten seems preposterous for most
professionals, but the reality of the practice is
evident. Shepard and Smith report that in some
school districts, the retention rate for kindergartners

13
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reaches as high as 60%.17 Throughout the research
on retention, there are insufficient data to suggest
that the practice is positive.I8,19,20 The myth is

perpetuated, hoWever, that if a child IS going to be
retained, the YOUNGER the child is, the better.
As a result, and perhaps reflecting the beliefs of
teachers that retention MAY NOT be positive, a
system has developed to soften the concept. For
the past twenty years, extra year programs have
proliferated in our schools. Referrt. i to by a
variety of names, depending primarily on when the
extra year is implemented, these programs are
nothing more than glorified retention practices.
Developmental kindergartens are typical names for
programs for children not ready for kindergarten
and transition rooms or transition first grades are
labels for rooms for children who have attended
kindergarten but are not ready for first grade.
Despite their names, despite the attempts at
receiving the support of parents and despite the
practice of "preparing" children so that the harmful
effects of retention will not be realized, children
know when they have been retained.

IV. Wyoming's Kindergartens Today

How do all of these trends reveal themselves
in Wyoming? Descriptions about the remoteness of
Wyoming are common and are supported through
our exposure in national periodicals. Indeed, it is
common for academia to refer to Wyoming as the
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last "frontier" when writing federal grants. It might
be assumed, therefore, that we are somewhat
immune to the educational trends that are
permeating the rest of the country. In fact, such is

Despite the not the case. Capturing the spotlight several
attempt to decades ago, kindergarten education has been a
soften the fundamental component of the public schools in
concept of Wyoming for many years. Educators in Wyoming
retention take great pride in their educational system and as
practices, changes in schools sweep across the country, so,
children know too, do they change in Wyoming. The Wyoming
when they Association of Elementary School Principals
have been designated 1991-92 as the year to focus on early
retained. childhood programs in their schools. Their

enthusiasm and support has resulted in the
development of some innovative programs and
certainly has raised early childhood to new levels of
attention in the public school. Over the past two
and one half years, two education professors at the
University of Wyoming have been studying the
status of early childhood programs in the public
schools of the state. Through surveys, interviews,
and site based observations it has become clear that
current practices in early childhood education in our
public schools reflect the trends that we are
observing at the national level. All of Wyoming's
49 school districts offer kindergarten programs.
The majority, 69 percent, have half-day classes.
Some 30 percent, rural and sparsely populated
areas, offer full-day, every other day programs.
Three districts operate all day every day

15
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kindergartens as pilot projects or for special
populations but no district reported having a full
day kindergarten, every day, available for all
children. Fourteen percent have summer
kindergarten programs. Each of the trends
mentioned earlier will be discussed as they are
reflected in Wyoming practices.

Academic focus in kindergarten curriculum.
Do Wyoming kindergartens reflect more of an
academic or developmental perspective? The
answer to the question is found not in what those
surveyed said, but more m what they didn't say. In
surveying, intervie,..ing, and observing in
kindergartens tnroughout Wyoming, it becomes
clear that while educators and administrators may
be aware of the inappropriateness of forcing too
much, too soon on the young learner, the focus of
large numbers of programs is academic in nature.
While this may not be articulated by the

In most cases participants, it becomes clear when those
"extra" year interviewed were asked to describe the difference
programs do that existed between their "traditional" kindergarten
not have the and any extra year programs (such as transitional
intended first grade or developmental kindergarten). Time
beneficial and time again, the respondents referred to the extra
effect on year programs as being much less academic, and
children's more hands on in nature. The extra year programs
development. were described as being more child centered, with

smaller teacher/child ratios. Field trips and real life
experiences play a major role in the curriculum of
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these programs. Whole language, learning centers,
and small group or individual instruction as
compared to large group instruction were described
as the norm. What does this tell us? The nature of
the curriculum in the traditional kineLigartens has
become more academic. Respondents described the
emphasis on preparing the child to succeed in first
grade as a force in their curriculum. Mention of
worksheets, large group instruction, and concern for
the numbers of children that weren't ready to move
on to first grade are evidence of the shift toward
more academic programs.

School entrance age and readiness; screening
prior to school entrance. While there was some
mention during a recent legislative session regarding
the entrance age for children to enter public
schools, there has not been an organized effort of
late to move our entrance date. This is more than
likely due in large part to Wyoming's strong
support of local control in matters of school
decisions. Presently, Wyoming follows the national
trend toward a September 15 cut-off date for
youngsters to enter kindergarten. There are reports
that parents have been encouraged to not have their
child begin school, even though the child was of
"legal" age because of the child's performance on
a preschool /kindergarten screening (Personal
conversation and school reports). Screening prior
to kindergarten, however, has taken hold in a
significant number of districts in the state. Of the

17
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state's 49 school districts, 47% indicated that
screening of prekindergarten or pre-first grade
students is recommended or required. In keeping
with national trends, the Gesell Screening Inventory
is the most commonly used tool. Also employed
for screening and placement purposes are district
developed tests and the Dial-R. Information
gleaned from these processes, in addition to teacher
observation/recommendations are used when making
placement decisions about children. An interesting

Wyoming's trend that began to emerge from the University of
kindergarten Wyoming researchers' data was the fact that
teachers teachers were beginning to question their application
are beginning of not only the Gesell, but the entire idea of
to question screening at all. Comments such as "we used
the idea of to...," or "we are thinking about not conducting our
screening screening this spring," were recorded. This re-
children consideration of present practices may indicate a
prior to school shift in the development and implementation of
placement. more developmentally appropriate practices.

18

Retention in kindergarten. Unfortunately in
our nation's stampede to restructure education,
schools have fallen victim to the phenomenon of
"holding back" or retaining for a second year
students who have not met "the criteria" for
promotion. Retention rates appear to be on the
rise, often in the primary grades. As Shepard and
Smith report, 60% of kindergartners, may be
retained in any given year.2'
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While retention in kindergarten may not be
the term of choice, the University of Wyoming
survey indicated that at least 47% of the districts
did, in fact, prctice retention in one form or
another. Special programs that were originally
designed to prevent children from future failure are
fairly common. Called several names, (i.e.

developmental kindergarten, transition rooms,

transition first, or junior first grades), these
rograms are in reality simply another form of

i,:rention. An update of the original survey of
Wyoming's kindergarten practices shows that 43

percent, 21 districts, have "transitional," special
placement classes for children who have completed
kindergarten but who are not ready for first grade.
One district having transitional classes indicated that
this would probably be the last year they employ
this philosophy. A majority of the districts having
transitional classes stated that teacher assessment
was a key factor in placement. It was interesting to
note several districts still use the Gesell Scale and

fewer use other formal assessment tools for

placement.

When asked, teachers stated that the major
reasons for retaining kindergartners for a second
year were immaturity, lack of academic
performance, poor work habits and motivation or
not completing district criteria for promotion to first
grade.22 What is striking about these programs is
the curriculum that apparently is being implemented

23
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in them.
Opportunities
for Reports from school districts state the
spontaneous curricula for the extra year programs focus on
play in rich developmentally appropriate practices. Activities
environments include many opportunities for spontaneous play in
is becoming a environments which allow for building, listening,
standard in painting, dramatic play, blocks, puzzles and other
luny "hands-on" activities. Developmentally appropriate
kindergartens. practice means matching what we know about how

young children develop with content. It means
dealing with children as individuals, not just as
groups. It means understanding children's changing
and developing capacities and that all children can
learn.

20

V. Future Directions.

Based on the University of Wyoming
researchers' data, Wyoming's experiences with
early education in the public schools are not that
different from the trends that we are witnessing
around the nation. The attention that early
childhood is receiving at a national level is also
being observed in our state. Despite the negative
trends just described, there is a great deal of
evidence that districts across the state are carefully
examining their present practices and moving
towards a different way of teaching the young child
typically in kindergarten through grade three. For

24
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example, several districts either already have in
place or are beginning to examine the possibility of
implementing multi-age classroc-ns in the primary
grades.

Variability within groups of kindergarten
children is normal. In typical groups of 5-year
olds, the developmental range may be as much as
two years. Multi-age groupings may be a

Districts promising alternative to the traditional age-grade
across the grouping patterns. Thirty percent of Wyoming's
state are school districts have adopted, or are experimenting
carefully with multi-age grouping configurations. Several
examining districts include K-1; K-1-2; or K-1-2-3 patterns.
their present Of the 34 districts not employing multi-age
practices of groupings, eight stated that they were exploring
kindergarten possibilities of piloting multi-age grouping in the
education. next few years. The major concern about the

physical regrouping of children is that simply by
mixing age groups we are not guaranteed that the
child will be receiving an appropriate education.
Quite simply, it is not the grouping of the children,
but the actual curriculum that is being implemented
and, perhaps more importantly, HOW that
curriculum is being implemented that will ensure
quality programs for young children.

Quality early childhood programs, those that
truly reflect the spirit and intent of developmentally
appropriate practices, are not achieved overnight.
They require careful planning and time; time for

21
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faculty and administrators to become familiar with
a new philosophy, time for parents and communities
to understand and appreciate a new way of teaching
children, time for philosophical and physical
changes to occur so as to create the best possible
learning environments for young children.

Just what are developmentally appropriate
practices? How can an observer tell if they are
being implemented in the school? How can
teachers and administrators "verify" that they are
truly developing programs that are designed to meet
the unique needs of young children?

Much has been written since 1986 when the
National Association for the Education of Young
Children first proposed its position statement on
developmentally appropriate practices for the
education of young children from birth through age
seven. Numerous professional organizations,
National Association of State Boards of Education
(NASBE) and Association for Supervision and

Develop- Curriculum Development (ASCD) have endorsed
mentally the original paper or developed similar statements
appropriate of their own.23'24 A common thread that holds the
practices are various positions together is the development and
based on implementation of curricula that are designed to
historical meet the individual and age appropriate
and empirical characteristics of the child. Issues related to

research. adult/child ratio, parent/school relationships,
evaluation procedures, and integrated curriculum
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development are common to all documents.
Viewed by skeptics as simply another "educational
bandwagon," the recommendations are actually,
based on historical and empirical research
supporting teaching strategies unique for children
from birth through age seven. These proposals are
coming at the same time that schools are
experiencing a surge of reform under the umbrellas
of such things as site based management, outcome
based education, and school restructuring.
Ironically, all of these moves may complement each
other and support the creation of quality
environments for children.

Developmentally appropriate practices reflect
a philosophy that is process based, not product
oriented. They require a thorough knowledge and
understanding of not only the growth and
development of the individual child, but also of the
curriculum that is being endorsed by the district.
There is no one right way to implement the
philosophy. Unique characteristics of the district,
the teachers, and the children will all lend
themselves to the development of the programs.
There are, however, common threads that should be
woven throughout any and all of the programs.
These include a focus on the individual child that
takes into account the chronological and
developmental age of the child. Hands on,
integrated learning is essential. Adult/child
interactions should be of high quality, with close
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continued home/school contacts. Evaluations of
young children should be sensitive to the learning
styles of the child and authentic and meaningful to
both the adults and the children involved in the

2process. 5,26,27

Piaget's seminal work in our understanding
of how children learn has fostered and enhanced the
education of young children. Since children from
about 3 through 7 years of age are thinking in what
Piaget describes as the preoperational period, they

Piaget's tend to acquire knowledge in ways that are quite
seminal work different from those of older children. Many and
has enhanced varied direct sensory experiences with their
our under- environment are essential, since they have not
standing of developed the abilities to abstract yet. Their world
how young is "here and now" oriented and should include many
children learn. "hands on" experiences with a variety of materials

exploring similarities, differences and uses in many
contexts.
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The curriculum should emphasize active
participation rather than passive approaches.
Curriculum which is dominated by worksheets,
workbooks, and drill should be minimized. The
curriculum and overriding philosophy must reflect
a design to help children learn and grow. The
"readiness" myth has little place in developmentally
appropriate practices. Five-year old minds can deal
with rich and complex surroundings when the
curriculum is built around their abilities to use and
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apply ideas from the immediate environments. The
regurgitation of facts is not inherent in a sound
kindergarten program. A developmentally
appropriate curriculum for the kindergarten does
limit itself to being only academic or only
socialization in orientation. On the contrary,
empirical research suggests that a developmentally
appropriate practices approach should include an
intellectually stimulating orientation which allows
children to interact in both small and large groups
as they address a variety of projects which will help
them increase their understanding of their own
world and strengthen their abilities to observe,
experiment and construct and restructure their
environment.

There must be opportunities for spontaneous
play, listening, communicating, enjoying books, and
employing children's natural curiosity in story
telling and expanding their knowledge base.

Making Making connections with previous learning requires
connections new and unique approaches in teaching, allowing
with previous individual children to learn their own way and at
learning is a their own rate. Reform in kindergarten education
key in should begin with a comprehensive definition of
designing what children should be able to do, what they
curriculum for should learn and then a system must be designed to
young achieve those ends. There must be a willingness on
children. the part of educators to reorganize the traditional

early childhood curriculum to include more
flexibility to effectively meet the varied needs of
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students who develop at different rates and have
different learning styles and varied backgrounds of
experiences. Moving from lock-step-grades in
favor of multi-age groupings, developing alternative
assessment packages which focus on what children
know and employing cooperative learning models
should be the centerpiece of child-centered early
childhood reform.
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